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Deep Sequential Model for Anchor Recommendation on
Live Streaming Platforms
Shuai Zhang, Hongyan Liu , Jun He , Sanpu Han, and Xiaoyong Du
Abstract: Live streaming has grown rapidly in recent years, attracting increasingly more participation. As the number
of online anchors is large, it is difficult for viewers to find the anchors they are interested in. Therefore, a personalized
recommendation system is important for live streaming platforms. On live streaming platforms, the viewer’s and
anchor’s preferences are dynamically changing over time. How to capture the user’s preference change is extensively
studied in the literature, but how to model the viewer’s and anchor’s preference changes and how to learn their
representations based on their preference matching are less studied. Taking these issues into consideration, in
this paper, we propose a deep sequential model for live streaming recommendation. We develop a component
named the multi-head related-unit in the model to capture the preference matching between anchor and viewer
and extract related features for their representations. To evaluate the performance of our proposed model, we
conduct experiments on real datasets, and the results show that our proposed model outperforms state-of-the-art
recommendation models.
Key words: live streaming; sequential recommendation; attention mechanism; deep learning

1

Introduction

Live streaming has grown rapidly in recent years. On
some platforms, millions of users are active daily.
Everyone can be an anchor, showing his specialty
in the platform. The viewer watches and participates
in the process of live streaming. This new form
of entertainment has motivated researchers to study
emerging issues, such as advertisement display[1] , giftsending mechanisms[2] , and live streaming practices in
China[3] . However, how to make a recommendation
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in this scenario is less studied. As the number of
online anchors is large, it is difficult for viewers to
quickly find their favorite anchors who are broadcasting.
Therefore, personalized recommendation is important
for live streaming platforms. In contrast to a traditional
recommendation system, in which items exist before
recommendation, anchors change their broadcast content
every day. Preferences of the anchor and viewer
are usually dynamically changing over time. How to
capture these preference changes and how to model the
preference match between the viewer and anchor are also
crucial for accurate recommendation and less studied in
the literature.
In this paper, we study how to model the anchor’s and
viewer’s behavior for the anchor’s next live streaming
recommendation. We propose a deep sequential model
for predicting if a viewer will watch an anchor’s next
live streaming. The main contributions are summarized
as follows:
 We propose a deep sequential model named
the Attention-based Deep Anchor Recommendation
Model (ADARM) for the anchor’s live streaming
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recommendation on live streaming platforms, taking the
dynamic preference changes of viewers and anchors into
consideration.
 We design a component called the multi-head
related-unit in the proposed model to capture the
matching of the anchor’s and viewer’s preferences and
extract the related features for their representations.
 We conduct extensive experiments on a
live streaming dataset and traditional product
recommendation dataset. Experimental results show
that our model outperforms state-of-the-art related
recommendation models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 summarizes the related work of this study.
Section 3 presents the proposed models. In Section 4,
we describe experiments and discuss the results. Finally,
we conclude this work in Section 5.

2

Related Work

A user’s interest is usually constantly changing. How
to capture a user’s dynamic preference is the key to
the recommendation. Sequential recommendation has
been studied by many researchers to capture a user’s
dynamic preference for recommendation based on user’s
sequential behaviors. Koren et al.[4] proposed the matrix
factorization (MF) model, which incorporates additional
information to produce product recommendations.
He and McAuley[5] proposed fusing similarity-based
recommendation methods with markov chains to make
personalized sequential recommendations. These studies
are based on the strong assumption of markov chains.
With the development of deep learning, many sequential
recommendation models have been proposed based
on the recurrent neural network (RNN) for sessionbased recommendation[6–9] . Yu et al.[6] proposed the
dynamic recurrent basket model (DREAM) to learn
the dynamic interests and interactions of the user based
on the RNN model. Wu et al.[9] proposed combining
the long short-term memory (LSTM) model with the
traditional low-rank factorization to capture the user’s
taste. Li et al.[10] proposed learning a user’s preference
based on recent behavior and behavioral history using
RNN. Recently, a memory network was combined
with recurrent neural network models to learn the
user’s current preference[11, 12] . Attention is also used
in sequential recommendation models. Zhou et al.[13]
adopted attention mechanism to weigh different micro
behaviors, such as reading the comments, carting, and
ordering, to deeply understand the user’s behavior. Ying
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et al.[14] proposed the hierarchical attention network to
combine the user’s long-term and short-term preferences.
Liu et al.[15] proposed a model named STAMP to
capture the users’ general and current interests to predict
their actions. In Yu et al.’s work[16] , the multi-order
attention mechanism was introduced to embed the user
and a set of present items into multi-order features.
In Ref. [17], a session sequence was modeled as a
graph to capture item’s transitions for session-based
recommendation. Zhang et al.[18] adopted self-attention
to model item transition patterns. Wang and Caverlee[19]
proposed a sequential recommendation model named
RRLC, which integrates implicit and explicit feedback
and considers the local coherence of the user’s and
item’s neighborhood for user-item rating prediction.
Li et al.[20] proposed considering the timestamps of
interaction and developed a model named TiSASRec
to model the absolute positions of items and the time
intervals between them for next item prediction.
In contrast to existing sequential recommendation
models, in our study, we consider the dynamically
changing preferences of the anchor and viewer, and
develop components named multi-head related-units to
extract features related to the matching of the viewer’s
and anchor’s preferences.

3

Deep Sequential Models for Anchor
Recommendation

In this section, we first define the studied problem, and
then present the proposed model named the deep anchor
recommendation model (DARM). Finally, an attention
mechanism is introduced to improve the performance of
the DARM.
3.1

Problem formulation

On live streaming platforms, users can be viewers
who are audience of live streamings and anchors who
broadcast live streamings. One user can be a viewer
and anchor at different times. In this paper, we aim
to recommend the anchor’s live streaming to potential
viewers. Thus, viewer corresponds to user in other
recommendation scenarios. We interchangeably use item
and live streaming to represent the target to recommend.
Let U D fu1 ; u2 ; : : : ; uN g be the set of viewers in the
platform, where N is the number of viewers, and let
S D fs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sM g be the set of anchors, where M is
the number of anchors. Luj D f Vj1 ; Vj2 ; : : : ; VjL g
represents a sequence of live streamings watched
recently by viewer uj 2 U , where Vj t .t D 1; 2; : : : ; L/
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is the embedding of
˚ the t-th live streaming in the
sequence. Lsi D Vi1 ; Vi2 ; : : : ; ViK represents a
sequence of live streamings broadcasted recently by
anchor si 2 S , where Vi t .t D 1; 2; : : : ; K/ is the
embedding of the t -th live streaming in the sequence.
In this paper, we do not use the explicit content
features of the live streaming such as video information.
We only use the viewer item (live streaming) interaction
(watching) information. We regard each viewer’s
watching sequence (a sequence of live streamings) in
a session as a sentence, and train the word embedding
model word2vec[21] based on these sentences. The
obtained embedding vector is used as a representation
of each live streaming.
Given the user and anchor’s past behavior information,
our recommendation task is to predict which anchor’s
future live streamings will be watched by each viewer,
and recommend top-ranked anchors to viewers.
3.2

Deep anchor recommendation model

In contrast to static video recommendations on platforms
such as YouTube, live streaming platforms make
recommendations of live streamings that anchors
will broadcast or are broadcasting. We do not know
the content and its consuming information of the
recommendation target, as the live streamings a viewer
will watch are in broadcasting and change dynamically
at the recommendation moment. Thus, in addition to the
viewer’s preference, we need to predict the preference
of each anchor, whose live streaming will be watched
by viewers. We develop our model based on LSTM[22] .
To predict if a viewer uj will watch anchor si ’s next
live streaming or subsequent live streaming content, we
use two LSTM models to model the viewer uj ’s and
anchor si ’s preferences and estimate the probability of
watching based on their preferences, which leads to our

Fig. 1
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basic model, the DARM. The overall architecture of the
model is shown in Fig. 1.
As shown in Fig. 1, the left part of the model consists
of two LSTM models, and the right part is the multiplelayer perceptron models consisting of fully connected
layers. For the left part, the upper LSTM model is
designed to capture the anchor’s broadcasting preference,
which can also be regarded as features of the anchor’s
next live streaming. The input of this LSTM is anchor
si ’s historical live streaming sequence Lsi , and the
output of the last time step ahKi represents the current
preference of anchor si or the features of si ’s next live
streaming. For time step t .t D 1; 2; : : : ; K/, taking the
embedding of live streaming Vi t 2 Lsi as input, we
can obtain ahti (for simplicity, we omit the subscript i)
as follows:
hti
ht 1i
C bi /
(1)
i D f .Wvi Vi t C Wai a
hti
f
hti
o

D f .Wvf Vi t C Waf aht
D f .Wvo Vi t C Wao aht

chti D
hti

a

D

ht i
f
ht i
i
ht i
o

 cht

1i

1i
1i

C bf /

(2)

C bo /

(3)

C

 tanh.Wvc Vi t C Wac aht
hti

 tanh.c /

1i

C bc /

(4)
(5)

hti
i
In the above equations, hti
, and ht
o are
i ,
f
the input gate, forget gate, and output gate at time
step t , respectively, f ./ denotes a nonlinear activation
function, and chti is the cell memory.
Similarly, given the historical behavior sequence
of viewer uj , denoted Luj , we use LSTM to obtain
bhLi , which represents the current preference of uj .
The calculation process of bhLi is similar to that of
ahKi . Hidden states bhLi and ahKi can be considered
the current preferences of the viewer and anchor,
respectively.

Architecture of the DARM.
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Global preference is also important for future behavior
prediction. To capture global preference, we adopt the
widely used recommendation model MF[23] . Based on
the viewer and anchor interaction information, i.e.,
which viewer watched which anchor’s live streaming, we
obtain the latent vectors, pi and qj for each anchor si and
each viewer uj , respectively. Then, vectors ahKi , bhLi ,
pi , and qj are fed into fully connected layers. Taking
three fully-connected layers as an example, the outputs
are calculated as follows:
oŒ1 D g.pi ; ahKi ; qj ; bhLi /
(6)
oŒ2 D g.oŒ1 /

(7)

Œ2

yO D  .o /

(8)

where g ./ denotes a nonlinear activation function and
we use ReLU function in our experiment, and  ./ is the
sigmoid function.
The loss function is defined as follows:
n
X
Lloss D
yk log .yOk /C.1 yk / log .1 yOk / (9)
kD1

where yk is the true output. For positive samples, yk =1,
and for negative ones, yk = 0.
3.3

Attention-based deep anchor recommendation
model

In the DARM, every hidden state of a viewer is equally
processed to obtain the viewer’s final state, the current
preference, which is used to predict if the viewer may
watch an anchor’s live streaming. In fact, different
historical states may have different effects on the

Fig. 2

prediction of the viewer’s behavior towards different
anchors. Similarly, different historical hidden states of
an anchor may have different effects on the inference
of the anchor’s current preference. More importantly,
matching the viewer’s and anchor’s preferences is crucial
for predicting if a viewer will watch the anchor’s
live streaming. Hence, we design a novel component
to improve the model. The designed component is
named the multi-head related-unit. The new model
with the additional component is named ADARM. Its
architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2.
As described for the DARM, given Luj and Lsi , let
fah1i ; ah2i ; : : : ; ahKi g be the hidden states of each time
step for anchor si , and let fbh1i ; bh2i ; : : : ; bhLi g be those
for viewer uj . The detail of the multi-head related-unit
is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Let a D Œah1i ; ah2i ; : : : ; ahKi T 2 RKd be the matrix
with each row being the hidden state of anchor si , and let
b D Œbh1i ; bh2i ; : : : ; bhLi T 2 RLd be the matrix with
each row being the hidden state of viewer uj . To learn
the preference matching of si and uj from different
perspectives, we employ H parallel heads, which map a
and b to different subspaces to learn different aspects of
matching. Each head is a projection matrix, denoted by
headh 2 Rd d .h D 1,2,. . . ,H /. The projection process
is as follows:
ah D aheadh
(10)
bh D bheadh

(11)

where ah and bh are the results of the projection. Then

Architecture of the ADARM.
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Fig. 3

Architecture of the multi-head related-unit.

we calculate the matching score based on ah and bh :
Mh D ah WMh .bh /T
(12)
where Mh 2 RKL is the score matrix, and WMh 2
Rd d is a correlation matrix to be learned. Each row
of Mh denotes the similarity scores between anchor si ’s
hidden state and every hidden state of viewer uj . The
related features of anchors and viewers are calculated as
follows:
zah D Mh bh
(13)
zuh D .Mh /T ah

177

(14)

where zah denotes the anchor feature related to viewers,
and zuh denotes the viewer feature related to anchors.
Now, ah and zah are anchor features, and bh and zuh are
viewer features. We concatenate them and obtain the
representations of the anchor si and the viewer uj :


cah D ah I zah
(15)


u
u
ch D bh I zh
(16)
The t -th row of cah 2 RK2d represents anchor si ’s
state in the time step t , considering its matching with
every state of viewer uj . Similarly, the t-th row of cuh 2

RL2d represents viewer uj ’s state in the time step t ,
considering its matching with every state of anchor si .
As different states in the past may have different effects
on inferring the anchor’s or viewer’s current preference,
we further exploit the attention mechanism to weigh
them differently.
The attention scores, denoted ˇ ah and ˇ uh for the anchor
and viewer respectively, are then calculated:

ˇ ah D softmax cah wah
(17)

u
u u
ˇ h D softmax ch wh
(18)
where wah 2 R2d and wuh 2 R2d are weight matrices to
be learned. Then the final representations, the short-term
preferences of anchor si and viewer uj , are obtained:
K
X
a a
gah D
ˇhk
chk
(19)
kD1

guh D

L
X

u u
ˇhk
chk

(20)

kD1

gah 2
2d

where
guh 2 R

2d

R is the preference of the anchor, and
is the preference of the viewer. Then, the
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concatenate operation is performed:


oh D gah I guh

(21)

4d

where oh 2 R denotes the anchor’s and viewer’s
preference in subspace h. Combining H spaces, we
obtain o 2 RH 4d :
o D Œo1 ; o2 ; : : : ; oH 
(22)
We finally summarize these representations through
the attention mechanism:
˛ D softmax .owo /
(23)
H
X
oQ D
˛k ok
(24)
kD1
4d

where wo 2 R is a weight matrix to be learned. Then,
oQ together with global preferences are further processed
through fully connected layers, as performed in the
DARM. That is to say, we replace ahKi and bhLi in Eq.
(6) with oQ :

oŒ1 D g pi ; oQ ; qj
(25)
The loss functions of the ADARM is identical to that
of the DARM.

4

Experiment

4.1

Experimental setup

Datasets: We conduct experiments on two datasets, one
live streaming dataset collected from a popular live
streaming platform, the Huajiao dataset, and one public
dataset, the Amazon dataset, to show its application to
other recommendation scenario.
The Huajiao dataset (https://www.huajiao.com/) was
collected from Dec. 21 to Dec. 27 in 2017. It contains
information about each viewer’s watching history during
this period of time. We build watching sequence for each
viewer based on the watching time and broadcasting
sequence for each anchor based on the broadcasting
time. Both sequences consist of live streamings. The
viewers who have watched at least 10 live streamings
are treated as active viewers, and the anchors who have
broadcasted at least 10 live streamings are treated as

active anchors. We retain information of active viewers
and active anchors and filter out viewers and anchors
whose sequence lengths are less than 10. If the sequence
length is greater than 1000, we reserve the last 1000 lives.
Live streamings are categorized into 12 classes: Fun,
Dancing, Multi-person activities, Art, Chess, Musical
instruments, Talk shows, Games, Singing, Astrology,
Beauty, and Knowledge sharing. The average number
of classes of live streamings watched by each viewer is
7, and the average number of classes of live streamings
broadcasted by each anchor is 5, which demonstrates that
the viewers and anchors changed their interests during
the seven-day period. The anchors of the last two live
streamings in each viewer’s sequence are used for testing,
and the remaining anchors are used for training. We
choose the last anchor of each viewer’s sequence in the
training dataset to build validation set. For each viewer
in the training dataset, positive anchors are those whose
live streamings were watched by the viewer, and negative
anchors are randomly selected from other anchors whose
live streamings were not watched by the viewer in the
past. The summary information of this dataset is shown
in Table 1.
The Amazon dataset (http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/
amazon/) is a public dataset collected from Amazon,
ranging from May 1996 to July 2014. We choose
one subcategory (Office Products) to conduct our
experiments, including the information of user, item,
rating, and timestamp. We retain users who rate more
than three products and items rated by more than three
users. The training dataset, validation dataset, and testing
dataset are built in the same way as the live streaming
dataset. The summary information of this dataset is
shown in Table 2.
Parameter settings. We implement our model based
on Keras. In our model, we select the dimension of latent
factors d from f50; 100; 200; 300; 400; 500g, batch size
B from f32; 64; 128; 256; 512g, and the number of heads
H from f1; 3; 5; 7; 10g. The learning rate ˛ is selected

Table 1

Viewer

Anchor

Interaction

930 846

89 043

71 960 772

Statistics of live streaming dataset.
Average number of
Average watching
Average broadcasting
live streaming classes
sequence length
sequence length
watched
77
808
7
Table 2

User
59 600

Item
38 201

Statistics of the Amazon dataset.
Interaction
Average length per user
262 793
4

Average number of
live streaming classes
broadcasted
5

Average length per item
6
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from the range of f0:001; 0:01; 0:1; 1g, the percentage
for dropout is selected from f0; 0:1; 0:3; 0:5; 0:7; 0:9g,
and the L2 regularization strength  is selected
from f0:0001; 0:001; 0:01; 0:1g. We employ Adam to
optimize our model, and the validation set is used
to determine the best parameter. Eventually, the best
optimal parameter configurations are d =200, B=256,
H =5, ˛=0.1, =0.3, and =0.001.
Evaluation measures: We use Precision (P @N ),
Recall (R@N ), F1 -score (F1 @N ), and NDCG
(NDCG@N ) as evaluation measures, which are widely
used in the literature[11, 24] . We set N 2 f5; 10g to
evaluate the performance of the top 5 recommendations
and the top 10 recommendations.
4.2

Baseline

We compare the performance of our proposed models
with the following benchmark models.
 MF[4] : Matrix factorization is a classic latent factor
model for recommendation.
 BPR[23] : Bayesian personalized ranking is a
widely used ranking based recommendation model. We
implement the matrix factorization based BPR model for
comparison.
 SHAN[14] : SHAN is a hierarchical attention
network model, that is designed to learn the long-term
and short-term preferences of the user for sequential
recommendation.
 STAMP[15] : STAMP is a short-term attention/
memory priority model, that mainly captures the users’
general interests from long-term memory for sequential
recommendation.
 SR-GNN[17] : In this model, the session sequence is
modeled as a graph, and GCN is used to capture item’s
transitions for session-based recommendation.
 RRLC[19] : RRLC is proposed for using implicit and
explicit feedback and considers the local coherence of
the user’s and item’s neighborhood for user-item rating
prediction.
 TiSASRec[20] : TiSASRec is proposed for modeling
the absolute positions of items and the time intervals
between them for the next item prediction.
4.3

Effectiveness of the multi-head related-unit

To show the effectiveness of the multi-head relatedunit design, we compare our two proposed models,
DARM and ADARM. Their performances are shown
in Tables 3 and 4. Tables 3 and 4 show that ADARM
greatly outperforms DARM, which demonstrates this
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Table 3 Performance of DARM and ADARM for top 5
recommendations.
Performance
Dataset
Method
Precision Recall
F1
NDCG
DARM
0.186
0.466 0.266
0.392
Huajiao
ADARM
0.240
0.600 0.342
0.541
DARM
0.192
0.524 0.279
0.403
Amazon
ADARM
0.249
0.689 0.363
0.672
Table 4 Performance of DARM and ADARM for top 10
recommendations.
Performance
Dataset
Method
Precision Recall
F1
NDCG
DARM
0.126
0.633 0.211
0.478
Huajiao
ADARM
0.136
0.683 0.227
0.574
DARM
0.125
0.678 0.210
0.464
Amazon
ADARM
0.135
0.745 0.227
0.693

effectiveness.
4.4

Comparison with benchmark models

The performance comparison with benchmark models
is shown in Tables 5 and 6. These tables show that
our proposed model ADARM outperforms each of the
benchmark models in terms of precision, recall, F1,
and NDCG on both datasets, which demonstrates the
advantage of our model. Among the benchmark models,
STAMP, SHAN, SR-GNN, TiSASRec, and RRLC are
sequential models. They outperform BPR and MF, which
shows the advantage of the sequential model in modeling
dynamic preference. Our proposed model performs the
best, as we not only model the viewer’s and anchor’s
dynamically changing preferences, but also capture the
matching of the viewer’s and anchor’s preferences.
4.5

Effect of number of heads

To capture features regarding the matching of the
anchor’s and viewer’s preferences from different
perspectives, we use H parallel heads to map the
representations of the anchor and viewer to different
subspaces. To evaluate the effect of H on our model’s
performance, we change its value from 1 to 10 in steps of
2. The experimental results on the live streaming dataset
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Figures 4 and 5 show that
when the number of heads is one, the result is poor. As
the number of heads increases, the experimental results
continuously improve. The performance of the model
culminates when the number of heads is five, and then
gradually decreases, probably due to overfitting. The
tendency is the same for the Amazon dataset.
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Table 5
Dataset

Huajiao

Amazon

Performance comparison among different models for top 5 recommendations.
Performance
Method
Precision
Recall
F1
MF
0.080
0.201
0.115
BPR
0.104
0.260
0.149
STAMP
0.142
0.356
0.203
SHAN
0.153
0.383
0.218
SR-GNN
0.166
0.416
0.238
TiSASRec
0.173
0.433
0.247
RRLC
0.206
0.516
0.295
ADARM
0.240
0.600
0.342
.C16:50%/
.C16:27%/
.C15:93%/
.Improvement/
MF
0.045
0.113
0.064
BPR
0.085
0.213
0.122
STAMP
0.124
0.335
0.179
SHAN
0.148
0.402
0.215
SR-GNN
0.162
0.443
0.235
TiSASRec
0.169
0.460
0.245
RRLC
0.197
0.535
0.286
ADARM
0.249
0.689
0.363
.C26:39%/
.C28:78%/
.C26:92%/
.Improvement/

NDCG
0.186
0.243
0.305
0.323
0.369
0.372
0.458
0.541
.C18:12%/
0.083
0.169
0.275
0.301
0.339
0.359
0.526
0.672
.C27:75%/

Table 6
Dataset

Huajiao

Amazon

5

Performance comparison among different models for top 10 recommendations.
Performance
Method
Precision
Recall
F1
NDCG
MF
0.047
0.235
0.078
0.199
BPR
0.058
0.294
0.098
0.257
STAMP
0.082
0.413
0.137
0.328
SHAN
0.094
0.473
0.157
0.359
SR-GNN
0.116
0.583
0.194
0.446
TiSASRec
0.123
0.616
0.205
0.459
RRLC
0.133
0.666
0.222
0.517
ADARM
0.136
0.683
0.227
0.574
.C2:25%/
.C2:55%/
.C2:25%/
.C11:02%/
.Improvement/
MF
0.044
0.219
0.073
0.125
BPR
0.059
0.295
0.098
0.202
STAMP
0.085
0.470
0.144
0.326
SHAN
0.102
0.556
0.171
0.313
SR-GNN
0.108
0.585
0.181
0.395
TiSASRec
0.121
0.660
0.204
0.436
RRLC
0.132
0.723
0.223
0.598
ADARM
0.135
0.745
0.227
0.693
.C2:27%/
.C3:04%/
.C1:79%/
.C15:88%/
.Improvement/

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we study the live streaming
recommendation problem on living streaming platforms.
We propose a deep sequential model named ADARM
to capture the preference changing tendencies of
the viewer and anchor and obtain their short-term
preferences. A component called the multi-head
related-unit is developed in the model to learn the

matching between their preferences and the effects
of different historical states on the inference of their
current preferences. This model can also be used on
other recommendation scenarios, such as e-commerce.
Experiments conducted on a live streaming dataset and
e-commerce dataset show that our proposed model
ADARM outperforms existing recommendation models,
and the multi-head related-unit is effective for improving
the recommendation performance.

Shuai Zhang et al.: Deep Sequential Model for Anchor Recommendation on Live Streaming Platforms

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
Fig. 4 Recall with different numbers of heads on the
Huajiao dataset.
[8]

[9]

[10]

Fig. 5 NDCG with different numbers of heads on the
Huajiao dataset.

In the future, we will further study how to use
information such as video content to improve the model.
Moreover, the recommendation list can be updated as the
anchor begins to broadcast. How to incorporate online
broadcasting information is also worth studying.
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